
getofnetÏîñëàíèé  yzapine - 27.02.2023 13:05_____________________________________The browser automatically cached the flash file during its playback, yes, you can delete it from the browser cache after its complete playback.There were also several tools and browser extensions for downloading the file.Then you had to watch it in video players that could handle flash, for example, vlc media player, media player classic (with ffdshow installed), mplayer or flv player.Google video playerGoogle video player was another method of watching google videos , it worked in windows and mac os x.Google video player played movies in google movie file (.Gvi) suburban media format and supported "google video pointer" (.Gvp) encoded playlists.When users downloaded to rendered computers, the resulting file was a small .Gvp file (pointer) but not a f .Gvi file. When released, the .Gvp file loaded the .Gvi file (tape in the client's default directory. Irectory.The google video player was discontinued on august 17, 21st century. The ability to download gvi-encoded videos was also removed, the only format available was mp4. At the same time, early versions of the google web video player code were built on vlc media player with free primary code , the latest version of google video player was not raised based on vlc, according to the readme file. And it included the openssl cryptographic toolset and certain libraries from the qt widget tools.As a result, google videos and google video player were derived from exploitation under the acquisition of google youtube.Gvi format and conversionGoogle video (.Gvi) files, and for the current watch and concrete .Avi files, changed to interleave (.Avi) video, which boasts an additional list containing "goog" fourcc immediately after the title. Interleaved (also interleave), known by its acronym avi, is essentially a multimedia container format introduced by microsoft in november 1992 as a section of the video for windows technology. The list can be removed using a hex editor, so as not to encounter difficulties with playback in all video players. the video is encoded in mpeg-4 asp mode along with the mp3 audio stream. Mpeg-4 video players can play google .Gvi video files without format conversion (after changing the extension from .Gvi to .Avi, although the default option to simply rename the file extension broke with drm-purchased videos to prevent unauthorized copying). Among other software, virtualdub can read .Gvi files and allows the user to exchange firewood into all sorts of formats via . There are also individual software solutions, like gvideo fix, which are able to convert firewood to .Avi format without re-compression. Mencoder with "-oac copy -ovc copy" as options might also work.Avi and mp4Besides gvi and flash video, google provided their content via downloadable interleave (.Avi) and mpeg-4 (.Mp4) video files. But, not all formats can be accessed through the portal interface, based on the user's os.Wherever this is real, the google "save" function as well as for windows / mac created an .Avi file, the same hour as the "save as well as for ipod and psp" function created an .Mp4 file.This .Avi file did not go into the traditional avi format. In order to display in a popular media player that included winamp or windows media player, the file had to be first modified using a hex editor if you wanted to remove the first list block in the file header that started with byte 12 (000c is hex, the first byte in the file is byte 0) and ends with byte 63 (003f hex). if desired, the length of the movie in bytes 4 to 7, big endian) still needs to be changed by subtracting 52 (3f hex - 0c hex = 33 hex).Winamp player and windows media not able play an unmodified .Avi file because a non-standard file header corrupts the file. However, media player classic, mplayer, vlc media player and gom player will play unmodified .Avi file and google music .Mp4. Media player classic leaves this only if an mpeg-4 directshow filter such as ffdshow is installed. Most linux media players (including xine, totem, the linux version of vlc media player and kaffeine) play the google .Avi format as easy as shelling pears. /H.264 directshow like ffdshow and mp4 delimiter like haali and ;mp4 extension added to the list of extensions in winamp directshow decoder configuration.in the spring of 2008, the ability to download videos in .Avi volume was removed. From now on, files were extracted only in the form of a flash movie or .Mp4 video. The same videos, freely available through the companion site youtube.Com, were mined only in flash mode.Third-party download services Google offered his customers the ability to save only a couple of people out of a hundred movies on the site, for intellectual property purposes only. Their documentation went so far as to state which only such videos were able to be downloaded. However, since studying a video requires downloading it to a computer device, they simply made saving the video less trivial, but not impossible: a number of solutions were provided, including external software and bookmarklets.adoption in the trade Despite the fact that uploads are possible in different versions, less stringent file upload stops, and an overly respected google organization, google videos takes up only a tiny fraction of the online. Video marketplace, anesthetic drugs have been downloaded to the tune of two and a half million videos.While google videos were originally mined only in the united states, google videos were once constructed by visitors in more and more places of the world and access to them could be obtained from in many other countries, covering the uk, france, germany, italy, canada and japan. Users from certain countries of residence. However, there were methods to bypass geographic filtering.ShutdownOctober 9, 2006, google bought former competitor youtube. Google announced on june 13, 2007, that various google video search positions would begin to include videos found by their web crawlers on other hosts, on youtube as well as in user uploads. Later links in search results opened a frameset with the title google video at the top and the original player page below the device.As of august 2007. /Rent) program ended. People who once purchased google video clips have never been able to view it. Listener credits were made available in the form of google checkout values and were valid for a couple of months.In 2009, google banned users from uploading shows to google video. Clips that had already been uploaded continued to be posted. later, other navigation manipulations were removed, including the ability to cross-redirect to a video with inactive visitor accounts in the current realities, and among other things, the selection of great videos. April 15, 7 years ago, google announced that it would stop hosting user-uploaded videos. According to the plan, the videos will be uninteresting for public display on april 29, and after about 28 days they will be deleted from user accounts. on april 22, 2011, approximately 7 days after the announcement, google announced that due to know-how feedback, they would not remove the video at this time. Instead, they will automatically transfer to youtube, and offer simpler items for account entrepreneurs to make this job easier.August 20, 2012. The video hosting service ended up shutting down and the remaining google video content was automatically moved to youtube. By default, the videos were set to private, but the original content owners could later release them as public videos if they wanted to. Google video. The domain, formerly associated with google video, is now used for internal storage of videos uploaded to google photos.Internet portallist of online video platformsvideo hosting comparison links^ "Google video search live". Blogoscoped.Com. Retrieved august 6, 2017. ^ "Google video upload denied". Retrieved august 6, 2017. ^ Perez, sarah (july 3, 2012). “Google shutdown continues: igoogle, google video, google mini and otherwise are killed  techcrunch". Retrieved august 6, 2017. ^ Raman, sanjay (august 8, 2005). "2020 for google video". Retrieved april 22, 2011. ^ National directory and google launch pilot. Archived may 21, 2011, at the wayback machine (nara press release, published february 24, 2006) ^ new feature: link in videos , google video official blog, july 19, 2006^ copyright document at google video player considering the inclusion of several libraries with free primary code^ a b removing the "goog" list from the google video file (tutorial video)^ a b comprehensive advice on frequently asked problems that are related to downloading videos^ alex chitu (june 13, 2007)."Google is building a video search engine" .^ Corey doctorow (august 10, 2007). "Google video is depriving customers of the videos they own." Boingboing.Net.^ John s. Dvorak, "google pulls the plug, everyone misses the point." Pc magazine (online). August 14, 2007.^ Turning down uploads at google video by michael cohen, product manager, january 14, 2009, official google video blog, accessed april 23, 2009^ a b techcrunch (15 april 2011). "Google video is getting ready to enter deadpool forever". Techcrunch.^ Google video update: find the best way to transfer google video content to youtube^ "google video content is transferred to youtube". Official youtube blog. July 3, 2012.If you personally have any problems regarding where and in what way you can use to upload tapes to yourself by e-mail address (getof.net), it is absolutely easy to make a call on our own site.============================================================================
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